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September 2023 Message 

of RI President 2023-24

Message of District

Governor District 3011

The International Day of

Peace takes place on 21

September. The United

Nations General Assembly

declared this a day devoted

Happy Namaste

At the very outset. I would like

to thank each one of you for

your overall contribution till

date towards furthering the

objects of Rotary.
I would request each one of you to make

consistent efforts to increase your reach by

growing more not only in terms of number of

members but also following the principle of

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion, so as to adapt

with times. I am hopeful that your club will

take member engagement to the next level,

thereby, making your club irresistible for both

new and existing members. Our focus should

not only be confined to “Each One Bring One”

but also towards “Each One Retain One”.

Please align your service projects with the

annual theme and vision of RI / District

leaders. Also explore ways and means to

magnify the scale of your service projects, as

a step towards increasing its impact. Each

Rotarian should support “The Rotary

Foundation (TRF)”, irrespective of the

quantum of personal contribution, so that we

could do Bigger and Bolder projects across

the world.

Deepti and I look forward to visit your club in

Rotary Year 2023-24 and to interact with your

members. Our best wishes to Team 2023-24

for an eventful and successful Rotary Year

2023-24 ahead. My personal interpretation of

HOPE in the context of Rotary would be

Hands, opportunity, Projects & Experience”.

Let our heats be in the right as we make all

efforts to “Create Hope in the World”

Jeetender Gupta

to strengthening the ideals of peace through

observing 24 hours of non-violence and

cease-fire.

It is not enough, as People of Action, to

simply avoid making war. If we are to Create

Hope in the World, we must aggressively

wage peace.

Where can we begin? There are countless

armed conflicts around the world, and the

global population of displaced people is

higher than ever. The opportunities are nearly

limitless, but the cycles of violence and

hardship seem endless.

These peacebuilders did not stop there. Club

representatives at this year’s meeting signed

twin club certificates to recognize their long-

term commitment to continue to learn from

each other and to work together on more

peacebuilding efforts, and they have held joint

meetings via video chat.

The importance of communicating with and

learning from another culture cannot be

overstated, and Rotary is making it even

easier to do so. One way of engaging in

cross-cultural dialogue and building

relationships across borders is through virtual

international exchanges that build on our

current programs and make them more

accessible.

A virtual exchange uses online platforms to

connect people from different parts of the

world so they can share their traditions,

priorities, values, and more. Virtual

exchanges can serve as a window to another

part of the world through activities such as

teaching a digital cooking class, learning a

new language, or even designing service

projects with a global impact.

R. Gordon R. McInally

Message of Club President

I find these messages of

Rotary International President

Rtn R. Gordon R. McInally &

our District Governor very

inspiring and therefore the

same are being included here

to share with all of you.

Rtn Rakesh Banga
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03-09-2023

Kite in a Hurricane which is written by our

members Rtn Sunil Kapoor and Rtn Sudhir

Kapoor was launched by Retd. Gen. V K Singh,

Minister of State in the Ministry of Road Transport

and Highways; and Minister of State in the

Ministry of Civil Aviation that was followed by the

Promo of the movie Agniveer, in which both

brothers have make contribution including music

composition / songs / story / screen play to

mention a few. Both have also acted in the movie

along with Dharmendra and many known stars.
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04-09-2023

This is our Flagship Project. On 4rd Sept. 2023 –

It was a proud moment for our RCD Resources,

when the Rtn. Niti Day and PP Rtn. Sunil Kumar

Day donated for the fifth time (and in first time

this Rotary Year), around 381 books and some

Raddi also to ‘Book Shop for a Cause’, the

unique book shop at Lajpat Bhawan, Lajpat

Nagar, N D– 24. From the Book Shop Ms.

Manisha received the books. Our Club wants to

repeat it as often as possible. Also different

ways to assist the ‘Book Shop for a Cause’ with

their different needs at different times/events.

They send boxes of books all over India to

purchasers to love to gift Preloved Books. Their

sale from books allows them to run many

activities of Sisters of the People (a wings of

Servants of People Society) to benefit

underprivileged members of society. Students

from different institutes come & do voluntary

work here. We celebrated their contribution with

a cake; bread roll & cold drink & that was the

fun part of our service project.
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05-09-2023

Very pleased to inform you that in this highly

successful Annual District Literacy Seminar held on

5th September, two teachers of our Interact School-

KV JNU, got awards. Mr Chandan Kohli for Lifetime

Achievement and Ms. Bisht for Excellence. Only our

school got two. All other clubs had only one

awardee each. Proud Moment for our Club.

Congratulations to all members. Also we were one

of the sponsoring clubs of this event.
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13-09-2023

An Eye Check-up Camp held at Government

Girls Senior Secondary School, Chattarpur,

New Delhi – 110074. The check-up started at

10:00 am and finished at 2:00 pm. This is for

the benefit of the students starting with 12th

Class. The testing facilities were provided by

Rotary Diabetic Center. There were 135

beneficiaries who were tested. It was found that

46 students need specs that is 34% which is a

very high figure.
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14-09-2023
Our Rtn. Manisha Verma visited a Skill Development Centre for

Children. This was done by her to look into the possibilities for

establishing a similar setup in Defense Area. The students come

from EWS and it is run by a Rotary Club at Skill University Centre

of Delhi Govt. The Centre has mainly six skill courses of 3 months

duration where they train children on Industry based curriculum.

Their approach towards skill training is very different as they have

first tied up with the Industry partners and then trained children on

the job roles like F&B Stewards Sewing machine operators and

CNC operators and General Duty Assistance and Debt Recovery

Agents post the completion of the training these children are

placed with different companies. The university has provided

them two floors to run their courses and the labs for practical and

theory books trainers all have been created from the funds and

contributions by Rotary Club members. It was a delight to see the

dedication work of the club members. Our Club & Army Welfare

Education Society will collaborate for similar skill training centers.
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A Health Check-up Camp, with specific

emphasis on Diabetes and Hypertension was

conducted by RCD Resources held on 15th &

16th September 2023 at Government Girls

Senior Secondary School, Chattarpur, New

Delhi – 110074. This is for the benefit of the

staff of all age groups. It started early at

10:00 am and continued till 2:00 pm. Patients

were registered in a very organized way. The

testing equipment / team were provided by

Rotary Diabetes Center. There were total 42

(35 + 7) beneficiaries of different age groups.

15 & 16-09-2023
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15 & 16-09-2023

An Eye Check-up Camp held on 15th and 16th

September 2023 at Government Girls Senior

Secondary School, Chattarpur, New Delhi –

110074. The check-up started at 10:00 am and

finished at 2:00 pm. This is for the benefit of the

students starting with 12th Class. The testing

facilities were provided by Rotary Diabetic

Center. There were total 173 (142 + 131)

beneficiaries who were tested. It was found that

about 70% of the students need specs that is a

very high figure.
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22-09-2023

This is for the 1st time that ‘Book Shop for a Cause’

received E waste – and they want to do it on regular

basis. This is our Flagship Project. On 22nd Sept. 2023

– It was a proud moment for our RCD Resources,

when Rtn. Niti Day and Charter President Rtn. Sunil

Kumar Day donated for the sixth time a large amount

of old note books, Raddi and E Waste to ‘Book Shop

for a Cause’, the unique book shop at Lajpat Bhawan,

Lajpat Nagar, N D – 24. From the Book Shop Ms.

Manisha received the bundles. Our Club wants to

repeat it as often as possible. Also different ways to

assist the ‘Book Shop for a Cause’ with their different

needs at different times/events – mainly running of 12

crèches at different parts of Delhi. They sell old stuff to

generate cash. They also sell boxes of books all over

India to purchasers to love to gift Preloved Books.

Their such sales from books and other old stuff allows

them to run many activities of Sisters of the People (a

wings of Servants of People Society) to benefit

underprivileged members of society.
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23-09-2023

RCD Resources distributed 150 packets of

Sanitary Napkins (with 6 napkin in each pack)

to the women of the neighborhood at Makoons

Pre School, Chattarpur Enclave Phase 2, New

Delhi – 110074. We will revisit and give

additional supplies for next 3 months. The

Sanitary Napkins were supplied by RCF Arth.
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24-09-2023

RC Gurgaon held a grand Inauguration of their

Global Grant Project at their Rotary Public School,

Sector 22, Gurgaon, on 24th September, Sunday,

12.15 pm onwards that was followed by Lunch. IT

was a great learning experience and a proud

moment to see awe-inspiring this Rotary Project We

were the guest of PP Dr Pushpa Sethi, Event Chair.
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24-09-2023

CSR for Solar Panels of Arya Samaj 

School at Sarojini Nagar 

Another meeting on the subject matter was held

on 24th September at IHC that was attended by

Rtn Seema, Rtn Alok Varshney, Rtn Niti and Rtn

Sunil Day.

It was concluded that the project cost is around

13/14 lacs and CSR funding for the same is

very much possible.

More work will be done on this topic on regular

basis till we meet success.

30-09-2023A Brief Note About Arya Samaj
The greatest contribution of Arya Samaj can 

easily be summarized in the following 

manner:

Arya Samaj has a path-breaking role in field

of education - The Arya Samaj spread

women's schools, colleges and Gurukulas. It

opened the Kanya Mahavidyalaya in

Jullunder in 1896.

The Vedas are the ultimate source of

knowledge, and every Hindu is required to

read and recite them, according to the Arya

Samaj. They promoted women's equality,

fought to end widow remarriages, and

outlawed polygamy, child marriage, and Sati

through educating Hindus about the Vedas.

Arya Samaj is a Hindu Reform Movement

founded by Dayananda Saraswati on 10th

April 1875 in Bombay. It promotes values and

practices based on the beliefs of the Vedas.

(The Arya Samaj, apart from its social and

religious reforms, also remained in the

forefront of political movement.)

Meeting was held at Hanuman Road Arya

Samaj Office with Shri Viney Arya. Rtn Pran

Mehta and Rtn Sunil Day from the District

Literacy Team attended. Purpose is to

create a system to assist Arya Samaj

Schools with involvement of Rotary at

district level.
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District Announcements for October 2023 

Rtn Rakesh Banga, President’s Invite 
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District Announcements for October 2023 

Message of Guest Editor

Our Club is an active part of the

District. We were one of the

sponsoring Clubs for the Annual

District Literacy Seminar held on

5th September. We take part in most of the Functions / Events. All such Rotary Functions are

open to all Rotarians! I strongly suggest all our Club Members to take part in as many

functions as you can. Some forthcoming District Functions are posted above.

Rtn Niti Day
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Celebrations of October / November  

October

3 Rtn. Niti Day Birthday

9 Rtn. Subhash Kalra Birthday

16 Rtn. Vikas Vij Birthday

18 Rtn. Harish & Anne Anjali Dang Anniversary

November

1 Anne Sonam Sharma Birthday

11 Rtn. Nilu Sahdev Birthday

23 Rtn. Alok Sahdev & Rtn. Nilu Sahdev Anniversary

23 Rtn. Himinder Lal & Rtn. Rajni Ohri Lal Anniversary

29 Rtn. Rakesh Banga & Rtn. Alka Banga Anniversary

30 Rtn. Sushil Kumar Trivedi & Anne Sadhna Anniversary
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